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Background 

 
Storytelling - the social and cultural activity of sharing stories - can be a means of entertainment, 
education, cultural preservation or instilling morals. Every human culture has its own stories or 
narratives, and thus stories are a useful way of conveying information - people innately connect with 
stories. Storytelling can also deliver a call to action, and thus can be a powerful tool for conservation 
practitioners.  

 
The communication of science - how and why scientific research is done, what the results are, what 
the relevance of those results is to various sectors of society - is increasingly being recognised as an 
important part of research, conservation and management activities. It is also increasingly required 
by funders and even some academic institutions. People are more likely to support scientific 
activities, trust scientific findings and incorporate recommendations made on the back of those 
findings, if these messages are communicated to them in accessible, engaging ways. At a time when 
the implications of scientific research have never been more directly relevant to humankind and the 
health of our planet, effective science communication is an essential tool for researchers, managers, 
conservation practitioners and educators.   

 
Blue Ventures has a strong background in storytelling, producing a variety of communication outputs 
including blogs, photo stories, short films and comic books and using diverse channels including 
social media, newsletters, radio broadcasts and teams on the ground in the sites where we work, to 
distribute those stories. In this workshop, we will showcase one of our recent high-profile 
communication products, the short film ‘Kokoly’, as an example of a communication output and as a 
case study from which discussions can be built. ‘Kokoly’ highlights the life and struggles of a Vezo 
fisherwoman in southwest Madagascar and addresses themes including changes in marine 
biodiversity, livelihoods of rural coastal communities, traditional cultures and breaking down gender 
stereotypes.  

  

 
Session Objectives 

 
1. Screening of Blue Ventures’ short film, ‘Kokoly’ (15 min). 
2. Discussion of the topics the film raises and its effectiveness as a communication tool.  
3. Introduction to a variety of storytelling tools and media (e.g. blogs, photography, video, theatre) and 

discussion of how each of these can be used to engage audiences.  
4. How to select the most appropriate storytelling approach - identifying audiences, available resources 

and desired impact(s).  
5. Discussion around the tools available for engaging rural communities in low-income countries.  
6. Provide participants with real experience of developing a science communication strategy, identifying 

audiences, developing a clear message; receiving feedback on their approach.  
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Targeted audience: Students, conservation practitioners (e.g. NGO staff) 

  
Tentative session programme 

  

Time Activity 

11:30 Welcome and outline of the schedule 

11:45 Storytelling session 1: Choosing your medium - what different storytelling tools can 
achieve and when to use each of them 

13:00 Lunch 

14:00 Introduction to and screening of the short film, ‘Kokoly’, produced by Blue Ventures. 
Discussion of the film’s messages and effectiveness 

14:45 Storytelling session 2: Tools for storytelling and engaging communities in low-income 
countries   

15:30 Participatory approaches including photo voice, PV, filming on a low budget 

16:00 Coffee break 

16:30 Workshop session: Scicomm challenge. Participants work in groups to come up with a 
communication output in response to a specific topic or story 

17:15 Participants present their communication product to the whole group 

17:45 Closing remarks 

18:00 End 

  

  
 Expected outputs 

 
1. Participants gain a greater understanding of how to communicate scientific concepts, 

conservation and environment-related messages to a diversity of audiences. 
2. Participants receive links to networks, online resources and tools that will help them in their 

future communication endeavours. 
3. Practical experience & feedback  
4. An article for the WIOMSA newsletter outlining the workshop content and the importance of 

science communication.  
 


